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ABSTRACT  

Music during World War I was greatly influenced by and centered around a 

district in New York City between 5th Avenue and Broadway called “Tin Pan Alley.” 

There was nothing extra special about this area; it’s just where songwriters, publishers 

and arrangers congregated to get their inspirations and compilations for their music live. 

Propaganda of any kind, that proved to be effective, was used to achieve the goal of 

persuasion and manipulation. Propaganda in its many forms was employed nationally and 

internationally including but not limited to American songs, films, images, plays, 

African-American Musicians and the like. Tin Pan Alley was a cauldron of raw 

creativity. 

 George Michael Cohan was heavily associated with the area of New York known 

as Tin Pan Alley. George Michael Cohan (July 3, 1878 – November 5, 1942), known 

professionally as George M. Cohan, was an American entertainer, playwright, composer, 

lyricist, actor, singer, dancer and producer. Cohan began his career as a child, performing 

with his parents and sister in a vaudeville act known as "The Four Cohans." Beginning 

with Little Johnny Jones in 1904, he wrote, composed, produced, and appeared in more 

than three dozen Broadway musicals. Cohan published more than 300 songs during his 

lifetime, including the standards "Over There", "Give My Regards to Broadway", "The 

Yankee Doodle Boy" and "You're a Grand Old Flag".  As a composer, he was one of the 

early members of the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers 

(ASCAP). He displayed remarkable theatrical longevity, appearing in films until the 

1930s, and continuing to perform as a headline artist until 1940. 

 The purpose of this document and its accompanying lecture recital is to 

demonstrate some of ways that propaganda was employed in the United States especially 

as evident in George Cohan’s compositions and how through successful employment of 

that propaganda he cemented himself in the annals of American history.  

Methodologies include an exploration into the use of propaganda in America and 

Cohan’s biography specifically as it pertains to his composition style, performance career 

and professional associations because these factors seem to significantly impact the type 

of compositions produced by Cohan. For each setting there will be an examination of 

melody, harmony, rhythm, form, and texture; and an analysis of the relationship between 

certain communities’ feelings about the war and Cohan’s music. A comparison will be 

made of any significant style differences used between pro-war and anti-war propaganda.  

Another significant part of this research will be the iconography used during this world 

war, in the form of posters, pictures, magazine ads, advertisements, and jingles or 

commercials and how they would have subliminally “celebrated” or “shamed” citizens 

for their participation or lack thereof in supporting the country’s war efforts. The final 

chapter provides conclusions and observations based on the comparison of musical 

settings, the popularity of these compositions, and the impact that his music had on the 

American people. The lecture recital will be a distillation of the document with 

performance of specifically explored works to demonstrate salient aspects. An outline of 

the document follows is also available upon request. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theatrical_producer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vaudeville
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Johnny_Jones
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broadway_theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Over_There
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Give_My_Regards_to_Broadway
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Yankee_Doodle_Boy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Yankee_Doodle_Boy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/You%27re_a_Grand_Old_Flag
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Society_of_Composers,_Authors,_and_Publishers
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Many world powers used propaganda to influence the thinking of the masses 

during World War I. Propaganda was used to inform, encourage and intimidate the 

people of the time. The government used literature, protests, television, verbal cues and 

other contrivances to coax the masses to believe the War was inevitable and a necessary 

means to an end.  Government posters were written in Big and Bold print e.g., “Your 

Country Needs You”,” I Want You For U.S. Army,” “Will You Go or Must I,” “Who’s 

Absent? Is it YOU?”  Or “Help Deliver the Goods, Do it Now.” this is just to name a few.  

This type of propaganda was also used to sell Liberty War Bonds, fund the Red Cross 

and/or support soldiers. Americans were not eager to enter the war and various 

propaganda tactics were used to justify to the people the country’s involvement as well as 

procuring men, money, and resources to sustain the progression of the war.   

When the United States joined World War I in April 1917, after it was determined 

the country had enough manpower and a vested interest in the war, the government 

produced more propaganda posters than any other nation. This propaganda was used to 

control the opinion of the international governments like Britain and Germany. Books 

and cartoons were produced to influence neutral and enemy countries. Germany produced 

publications like “The War Plotters of Wall Street,” that told of a plot of scheming 

capitalists to draw the USA into a war which would ruin its economy while warning 

against aiding financial support for Britain. German propaganda was subtle; they used 

corporations to publish and distribute their messages which hid, from the public, the fact 
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that it was government-produced. Britain’s propaganda went through Wellington House, 

a commercial publisher; this act implied the works were produced independently of the 

government and may appear to be built through local and private advocates that would 

make people more sympathetic to the cause of the war. An example of such tactics was 

used against England with a pamphlet printed “The English Beast” that showed England 

as a giant squid, lying on a mound of money choking the globe with its tentacles. 1 

Much of American propaganda that was produced in music, was published in or 

near Tin Pan Alley. Tin Pan Alley is a genre of American popular music that arose in the 

late 19th century from the American song-publishing industry centered in New York 

City. The genre took its name from the byname of the street on which the industry was 

based, being on 28th Street between Fifth Avenue and Broadway in the early 20th 

century; around  Broadway and 32nd Street in the 1920s; and ultimately on Broadway 

between 42nd and 50th Street. 2 

George Cohan was one of the most prolific composers of Tin Pan Alley having 

written more than 300 pieces. Many of his musical renderings have stood the test of time 

and are still passed down and taught in many American schools today. Cohan was an 

active participant in every aspect of the entertainment industry as a player, playwright, 

actor, composer and producer. 

                                                           
1 Jowett, Garth S.; O'Donnell, Victoria (2006). Propaganda and Persuasion (4th ed.). Thousand 

Oaks, California: Sage Publications, Inc. ISBN 1-4129-0897-3. 

 
2 Tawa, Nicholas E. The Way to Tin Pan Alley: American Popular Song, 1866–1910. New York: 

Schirmer Books, 1990. ISBN 0028725417 

 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/genre
https://www.britannica.com/art/popular-music
https://www.britannica.com/place/New-York-City
https://www.britannica.com/place/New-York-City
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Broadway-street-and-district-New-York-City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Standard_Book_Number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/1-4129-0897-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Standard_Book_Number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/0028725417
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The purpose of this project is to analyze and demonstrate the use of propaganda in 

the United States as portrayed in some of the repertoire produced by Cohan during this 

time. The criteria for song selection include settings of works that are in print and still 

taught in public schools as well as the implications found within this music. This project 

is not intended to be an exhaustive analysis of all of Cohan’s compositions, but is meant 

to address some of his most memorable compositions and any underlying possible 

subliminal messaging that might be found in many of the compositions during wartime. 

The specific intention of this thesis is to contend, with thoughtful analysis, that many of 

Cohan’s American pieces could be considered as positive propaganda in favor of the 

United States’ involvement in WWI exploited, if not directly commissioned, by the 

United States government to unite the American people in support of the nation’s, 

troop’s, and government’s participation in a war that many Americans felt the country 

should never have been in.   

Following a discussion of Tin Pan Alley, the U.S government’s use of 

propaganda, and Cohan’s biographical context, composing and performing contributions, 

the document will narrow its focus to six musical compositions by Cohan one of which 

"It's a Grand Old Flag," which he wrote in 1905 and Cohan received a gold medal under a 

special act of Congress dated June 29, 1936. The medal was presented to the actor at the 

White House by President Franklin D. Roosevelt. 3 

 

                                                           
3 Encyclopedia Britannica,  George M. Cohan | American composer and dramatist. 

Encyclopedia Britannica Inc. Retrieved 2017-09-22. 

 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/George-M-Cohan
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CHAPTER TWO 

PROPAGANDA ACROSS AMERICA  

During wartime, states and local municipalities in the United States were gearing 

up to separate men to go to war and those who would remain on the home front to serve 

the country’s interest by working or farming to replace the manpower lost by the draft.  

Several state governments including Georgia, Illinois, New Jersey and California had 

distinctive methods of propaganda to control their citizens and activate the local 

economies for that’s state’s benefit.  

GEORGIA 

The politics behind any war are complicated. The average person generally will 

follow the “progressive” mentality of any organized situation, which is the idea of 

working together as a team in a cooperative manner yet rejecting the “individualism” 

process altogether. 

During the war, each state had their fair share of concerns; this paper will explore 

a few examples. Individualism controlled people of Georgia in 1917. The Federal 

authorities failed to articulate and enforce the selection policies of the Selective Service 

process. This allowed power to be transferred to white men in towns during wartime to 

create division in the structures of white patriarchy. As a result, black men and women 

and poor whites were able to escape harsh conditions, racial positions and social class in 

Georgia. There was enhanced power of white male planters over sharecroppers, both 

black and white. Privilege due to race, sex, and class played a large role in determining 
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status. It was better to be white rather than black, male rather than female and be in 

control of significant wealth and the labor of others rather than economically dependent. 4 

Poor white men and white women looked to their non-blackness as an important 

pass that made them special. In Georgia this mindset, along with the broad lack of 

enforcement of Selective Service protocol, allowed the privileged whites to keep African 

American men working on their cotton plantations.  

The middle class focused their phobia of African Americans to the invisible 

population of Germans living among them.  They were considered no better or higher 

than “southern negroes” in that they were easily dominated by powerful men with evil 

intentions. Germans and blacks were both thought of as monsters and beneath their white 

counterparts, but the Germans were chosen to go fight first on the day of the declaration 

of war while being dehumanized and disgraced. Political propaganda with the usage of 

Cotton was prevalent in Coweta County, Georgia. 5 

 An example of the cotton crop propaganda is shown in the figure below. 

 

 

                                                           
4 Shenk, Gerald E. “Work or Fight! race, gender, and the draft in the World War One.”  

New York, NY. Palgrave MacMillan. December 2005. First edition. pp. 12-47 

 
5 Ibid 
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Figure 1. Poster: Propaganda poster to move citizens to help harvest cotton crops. 
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ILLINOIS 

A white man in Illinois, whether German, or some other European ancestry, 

became publicly marked as incendiary, suffered emasculation as a man, was deemed 

inferior to other forms of whiteness, and had his gender complicated by race. If you were 

less than a proper white man or white woman, you were considered less than white. A 

German man or woman could be lynched just for having a German surname. Later in the 

twentieth-century these people would be called “white trash.” 

Even though there was political unrest during wartime for men and women 

whether of African American or German decent, the Governor of Illinois, Frank Lowden, 

was adamant about the roles of women in times of war. Lowden required women to make 

sacrifices, to step up in the home to take up the slack for the men while they were at war 

or at higher paying jobs making ammunition in the factories. While it appeared that he 

might be for women rights, he was carefully controlling the reforms and atmosphere to 

make sure that the matters of the home were the white womanhood’s primary objective 

and always to not overstep the men’s place in the home upon their return home. 6 

By the summer of 1918, the “work or fight” policies were in place. Illinois 

officials were in collaboration with all levels of the American Protective League (APL) to 

use the draft to discourage young men from any activities that did not aid in the war 

efforts. Another form of political propaganda during the “Great War” was the use of corn 

                                                           
6 Shenk, Gerald E. “Work or Fight!”: race, gender, and the draft in the World War One.”  

New York, NY. Palgrave MacMillan. December 2005. First edition. Pp. 50-81 
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in Adams County Illinois. 7 On the home front, Americans were encouraged to adjust 

their eating habits to conserve food that could then be sent abroad. Citizens were told to 

go meatless and wheat-less and to eat more corn and fish. 

Two of the propaganda posters specifically promoting the increased use of corn at 

this time are shown below. 

 

Figure 2. Poster encouraging Americans to eat more corn. 

                                                           
7 Shenk, Gerald E. “Work or Fight!”: race, gender, and the draft in the World War One.”  

New York, NY. Palgrave MacMillan. December 2005. First edition. Pp. 50-81 

 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/61/19/a0/6119a0b6977c89042aba0554d4034017.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/19844054579879634/&docid=3LlI7VLobSqqlM&tbnid=Z0f9Vt04M4B1qM:&vet=10ahUKEwikitK98bvXAhXq6oMKHa4oBxEQMwiXAShPME8..i&w=600&h=896&bih=541&biw=1103&q=U.S. wwi propaganda using cotton&ved=0ahUKEwikitK98bvXAhXq6oMKHa4oBxEQMwiXAShPME8&iact=mrc&uact=8
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Figure 3. Poster by the U.S. Food Administration (#1 Eat more corn) 
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NEW JERSEY 

In March 1916, a commission created by the New Jersey state Legislature 

reported its displeasure of military training for boys in the New Jersey public high 

schools. The commissioners debated about the appropriate age when young men should 

serve in the military. It was suggested that military training was an obligation of 

citizenship. Boys were not yet citizens due to their age; military training was a status 

reserved for men. To institute a plan where boys and men were expected to perform the 

same duties would threaten the boundaries that men use to distinguish themselves from 

boys.  

 Organizations were unable to agree on the definition of manhood for military 

drill. The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and the American Protective League 

(APL) were so against using boys to fight in the war that new divisions of state power 

permitted white men who were otherwise excluded from the operation of state power to 

assume roles not meant for them. 8 This meant that these men were neither elected nor 

legitimately appointed to any government position, however, they now maintained the 

appearance of state power which translated to some perceived real power. White male 

privilege determined who was in power and political propaganda was used to threaten 

individuals in Paterson, New Jersey.  

 

                                                           
8 Shenk, Gerald E. “Work or Fight!”: race, gender, and the draft in the World War One.”  

New York, NY. Palgrave MacMillan. December 2005. First edition. Pp. 84-118 
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California 

In the Fall of 1917, the Adjunct General of California, J.J. Borree, instructed all 

draft boards in the state to send all their Chinese, Japanese and American Indians, but no 

negroes to be considered eligible for participation. Only persons of African descent were 

considered “colored”, and all others would be classified as “white” for the purposes of 

the Selective Service System and the racially segregated armed forces. Since 1854, 

California had always considered its classification to be one of two races, white and 

nonwhite and barred immigrants from China, Japan, Philippines and India from owning 

land because of their nonwhite status, which disqualified them from becoming citizens. 9 

Ed Fletcher, a real estate developer and United States politician from San Diego, 

wrote that “water is King”, and noted the importance and value throughout the whole 

southern territory and how it could be manipulated through farming. By 1908, he owned 

thousands of acres throughout San Diego County, just as white men had done in Coweta 

County, Georgia, Paterson, New Jersey, and Adams County Illinois. Fletcher’s regime 

was founded on domination, reordering, and control of nature and dispossessing the 

Indians of their land, and forcing them to live independently of the white society.  

Fletcher controlled the rivers and streams while capturing their flow and relocating the 

water as he desired. He also used it as leverage against smaller municipalities that 

                                                           
9 Shenk, Gerald E. “Work or Fight!”: race, gender, and the draft in the World War One.”  

New York, NY. Palgrave MacMillan. December 2005. First edition. Pp. 120-152 
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showed disdain for his control over the water. Political propaganda was used to control 

one of nature’s true necessities, WATER. 10 

The following figure is a reproduction of a poster by the Philadelphia Council of 

Defense promoting water conservation. The caption reads “War Industry Needs Water – 

Protect Production; Use It Wisely” 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
10 Shenk, Gerald E. “Work or Fight!”: race, gender, and the draft in the World War One.”  

New York, NY. Palgrave MacMillan. December 2005. First edition. Pp. 120-152 
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Figure 4. Poster designed by the Philadelphia Council of Defense for water conservation. 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjM77bw-bvXAhUM6GMKHYN-A8EQjRwIBw&url=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/443041682067060495/&psig=AOvVaw1uiqPH72qpq_jF5Fswf2R0&ust=1510675813424721
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Blacks in WWI 

On August 31, 1917, the First Provisional Infantry Regiment (colored) was 

organized at Camp Jackson, Columbia, S.C., later designated as the 371st Infantry. This 

regiment was to be composed of Negroes from the first draft and commanded by white 

officers. The presentation of colored combat units to be organized and the disposition of 

said Negro soldiers had not been determined. At the time of the war, this had to be done 

quickly because the Negroes were soon to arrive at all the National Army camps from the 

drafts. This plan was adapted as a tentative measure, pending further study of the use for 

colored soldiers during wartime. The soldiers worked hard to prepare for drills, 

inspections of equipment, uniforms and rifles. They learned all the rules to make sure that 

collectively their infantry was on top because they saw how the few white infantries were 

called out and humiliated for being late, having missing pins, tents leaning, shoes not 

shined and so on, and they did not want to be called out. On April 4, the bugle sounded 

for formation to read the order for the embarkation to France. The Colonel commented on 

the conduct of the 371st Infantry, while in training. There were twenty-five thousand 

white soldiers of the 81st Division active at the same time the 371st Infantry was in 

training. There was no friction between the two. 11 

World War I proved itself to be a compelling time for African-Americans because 

it impacted males and females, northerners and southerners, soldiers, civilians, migration, 

                                                           
11 Heywood, Chester D. 1887-1975. (Chester Dodd). “Negro Combat Troops in the world 

war: The story of the 371st Infantry.” New York, NY. Reprinted from the edition 

of 1928. Commonwealth Press. First AMS EDITION published 1969. AMS 

PRESS, INC. 
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military service, racial violence and protests. Blacks challenged the boundaries of the 

American democracy, demanded their rights as American citizens while asserting 

dramatic ways to assert humanity and their freedom.  

When the war began in August 1914, African Americans, Germany, France, 

Russia and Great Britain all felt that the United States should not get involved. Because 

the Black press agreed with France’s support of racial equality, African Americans 

viewed the war as not important to their daily lives.The war affected them in ways they 

never could have imagined. The impact was strong for the African Americans that lived 

in the south because obstacles followed such as: debt, ruined crops, social and political 

oppression, and they were often stripped of the right to vote through legal and extralegal 

means. It is important to note that the war ran concurrently with the Great Migration, one 

of the largest internal movements of people. This migration to the north transformed the 

cultural environment of Chicago, New York, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Detroit, and it 

reshaped America. 12 

The American industrial economy gave hope to African Americans while 

eliminating the European immigration population and reducing cheap labor, which 

opened the door for black southerners to fill the void and earn higher wages, improving 

working and living conditions. Everyone did not get the better life they envisioned; some 

endured residential segregation, sub-par living conditions, job discrimination and the 

                                                           
12 Heywood, Chester D. 1887-1975. (Chester Dodd). “Negro Combat Troops in the world 

war: The story of the 371st Infantry.” New York, NY. Reprinted from the edition 

of 1928. Commonwealth Press. First AMS EDITION published 1969. AMS 

PRESS, INC. 
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hostility of Caucasian residents who were not pleased with their new neighbors. Some 

neighborhoods were overcrowded and labeled as ghettos. 13 

In the figures below, African American soldiers from the 371st Infantry are 

represented.  

 

Figure 5. Photo: African American Soldiers from the 371st Infantry 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
13 Heywood, Chester D. 1887-1975. (Chester Dodd). “Negro Combat Troops in the world 

war: The story of the 371st Infantry.” New York, NY. Reprinted from the edition 

of 1928. Commonwealth Press. First AMS EDITION published 1969. AMS 

PRESS, INC. 

 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=vgCj9kQE&id=3CFE01127619FDC9B71694D6ACFECF33E9D020B1&thid=OIP.vgCj9kQEtFITR3Vz-5AWygEsDt&q=African+Americans+in+american+wwi&simid=608003839694668530&selectedIndex=0
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Figure 6. Photo: African American Soldiers from the 371st Infantry 

 

 

Figure 7. Photo: African American Soldiers from the 371st Infantry in formation. 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=7Zu//1X5&id=DBE577254AD87C3814D57EFC1033E9CDDBC79085&thid=OIP.7Zu__1X5f1QVslXdSUT4nQEsDs&q=African+Americans+in+american+wwi&simid=608031215801468174&selectedIndex=6
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The following page of photos is compiled of examples of other propaganda posters used 

during war time. 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=sc8YlDR7&id=CE6654501554F56A76731BC6E131030E20D87217&thid=OIP.sc8YlDR71F86FIhixNPTKgDJEs&q=propaganda+images+in+american+wwi&simid=608044281084904807&selectedIndex=0
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=kvl4qp6a&id=15CC240E49433ABD74EC8F4927043EE41FF260EC&thid=OIP.kvl4qp6azCvlftWvKpzbnwDJEs&q=propaganda+images+in+american+wwi&simid=608044714885189574&selectedIndex=6
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=yZpke8Sc&id=D7D16BACC3779FDD1BA9A678398C330DF5D57886&thid=OIP.yZpke8Sc93kfidc_bxqYAADHEs&q=propaganda+images+in+american+wwi&simid=608034673237755527&selectedIndex=1
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Wartime propaganda was often reinforced by the popular music of the time, especially in 

songs that emanated from New York’s Tin Pan Alley. 

CHAPTER THREE 

TIN PAN ALLEY 

Tin Pan Alley comprised the commercial music of songwriters of ballads, dance 

music, and vaudeville, and its name eventually became synonymous with American 

popular music in general. When these genres first became prominent, the most profitable 

commercial product of Tin Pan Alley was sheet music for home consumption, and 

songwriters, lyricists, and popular performers labored feverishly to produce music to 

meet the demand. 14 

Where the name "Tin Pan Alley" originated is factually undetermined. One 

account claims that it was a derogatory reference to the sound of many pianos (comparing 

them to the banging of tin pans). Others claim it arose from songwriters modifying their 

pianos to produce a more percussive sound. After many years, the term came to refer to 

the United States music industry in general. 15 

The song publishers who created Tin Pan Alley frequently had backgrounds as 

salesmen. The background of Isadore Witmark was that of a water-filter salesman. Leo 

Feist had sold corsets, and Joe Stern and Edward B. Marks had sold neckties and buttons 

                                                           
14 Tawa, Nicholas E. The Way to Tin Pan Alley: American Popular Song, 1866–1910. 

New York: Schirmer Books, 1990. ISBN 0028725417 

15 Ibid 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/comprised
https://www.britannica.com/art/music
https://www.britannica.com/art/vaudeville
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/genres
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/consumption
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percussive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leo_Feist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leo_Feist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Little_Lost_Child
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Standard_Book_Number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/0028725417
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respectively.16 The music houses in lower Manhattan were lively places, with a steady 

stream of songwriters, vaudeville Broadway performers, musicians, and "song pluggers," 

a vocalist or piano player employed by department and music stores and song publishers 

in the early 20th century to promote and help sell new sheet music. This is how hits were 

advertised before quality recordings were widely available. 17 

A group of Tin Pan Alley music houses formed the Music Publishers Association 

of the United States on June 11, 1895, and unsuccessfully lobbied the federal government 

in favor of the Treloar Copyright Bill, which would have changed the term of copyright 

for published music from 24 to 40 years, renewable for an additional 20 instead of 14 

years. The bill would also have included music among the subject matter covered by the 

Manufacturing Clause of the International Copyright Act of 1891. 18 

The American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP) was 

founded in 1914 to aid and protect the interests of established publishers and composers.  

New members were only admitted with sponsorship of existing members. 

The Office of War Information oversaw this project, and believed that Tin Pan 

Alley contained "a reservoir of talent and competence capable of influencing people's 

                                                           
16 Whitcomb, Ian After the Ball: Pop Music from Rag to Rock. New York: Proscenium 

Publishers, 1986, reprint of Penguin Press, 1972. ISBN 0-671-21468-3 

OCLC 628022 p 44 

 
17 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/song_plugger 
 
18 Scheurer, Timothy E., American Popular Music: The nineteenth century and Tin Pan 

Alley. Bowling Green State University, Popular Press, 1989 (Volume I) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vaudeville
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Song-plugger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_government_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treloar_Copyright_Bill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing_clause
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Copyright_Act_of_1891
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Society_of_Composers,_Authors,_and_Publishers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ian_Whitcomb
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Standard_Book_Number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/0-671-21468-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OCLC
https://www.worldcat.org/oclc/628022
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/song_plugger
https://books.google.com/books?id=3F6A-vmcBI0C&printsec=frontcover
https://books.google.com/books?id=3F6A-vmcBI0C&printsec=frontcover
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feelings and opinions." The song "Over There" can be said to be the most popular and 

resonant patriotic song associated with World War I. Due to the large fan base of Tin Pan 

Alley, the government believed that this sector of the music business would be far-

reaching in spreading patriotic sentiments. 19 

 At the advent of film, audio recording, radio, and television, logically created 

more demand for different kinds of music, and Tin Pan Alley fell victim to changing 

whims of a society that could now provide more advertising opportunities and reach more 

people than those that could be found in Tin Pan Alley at any given time. In addition to 

technology affecting the way music was heard and spread, other music-publishing centers 

were established to supply melodies for varying genres. 

 One of the composers who was destined to be one of the most well-known 

composers during the peak of Tin Pan Alley’s existence was George M. Cohan. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

19 Smith, Kathleen E.R. God Bless America: Tin Pan Alley Goes to War. Lexington, KY: 

University Press of Kentucky. p. 72. 2003. ISBN 0-8131-2256-2. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Standard_Book_Number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/0-8131-2256-2
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CHAPTER FOUR 

GEORGE MICHAEL COHAN: 

EARLY LIFE AND EDUCATION, CAREER, AND LEGACY 

EARLY LIFE AND EDUCATION 

George M. Cohan was born in 1878 in Providence, Rhode Island, to Irish Catholic 

parents. A Baptismal certificate from St. Joseph’s Roman Catholic Church (which gave 

the wrong first name for his mother) indicated that he was born on July 3, but Cohan and 

his family always insisted that George had been “born on the Fourth of July.” George’s 

parents were traveling vaudeville performers, and he joined them on stage while still an 

infant learning to dance and sing soon after he could walk and talk. 20 

Figure 8. The Vaudevillian Cohan Family 

                                                           
20 Encyclopedia Britannica,  George M. Cohan | American composer and dramatist. 

Encyclopedia Britannica Inc. Retrieved 2017-09-22. 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/George-M-Cohan
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At the age of 8, Cohan began performing on stage, first on the violin and then 

moved on to dance. He was the fourth member of his family’s vaudeville act called The 

Four Cohan’s, which included his father Jeremiah “Jere” (Keohane) Cohan (1848-1917), 

mother Helen “Nellie” Costigan Cohan (1854-1928) and sister Josephine “Josie” Niblo 

(1876-1916). The family toured together from 1890 to 1901. He and his sister made their 

debut on Broadway in 1893 in a sketch called The Lively Bootblack. 21 

Cohan received little formal education because of his family’s constant traveling, 

but it is apparent from his later achievements that he received some training in reading, 

writing and mathematics. As a child, Cohan and his family toured most of the year and 

spent the summers vacationing away from traveling and performing to allow the children 

some since of normalcy. They would travel to his grandmother’s home in North 

Brookfield, Massachusetts, where Cohan was able to experience childhood things, like 

riding his bike and playing sandlot baseball. 22 

Cohan’s memories of happier summers inspired his 1907 musical 50 Miles from 

Boston, which is set in North Brookfield and contains one of his most famous songs, 

“Harrigan.” As a mature teen Cohan would spend his summers writing, and when he 

returned to the town in the cast of Ah, Wilderness! in 1934, he told a reporter, I’ve 

knocked around everywhere, but there’s no place like North Brookfield.” 23 

                                                           
21 Encyclopedia Britannica,  George M. Cohan | American composer and dramatist. 

Encyclopedia Britannica Inc. Retrieved 2017-09-22. 
22 Ibid 
23 Ibid 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/George-M-Cohan
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Figure 9. Photo: An Autographed photo of and by George M. Cohan 
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Career 

 During the 1900’s, Cohan met and formed a long-term partnership with 

playwright Sam Harris. Together they produced several musicals, plays, and revues on 

Broadway including the highly acclaimed play “Little Johnny Jones” (1904). This 

production introduced Cohan’s tune “Give My Regards to Broadway” and “The Yankee 

Doodle Boy.” Cohan began writing skits (over 150 of them) and songs for the family act 

in both vaudeville and minstrel shows while in his teens. In 1893 he was writing 

professionally, selling his first songs to national publishers. In 1901 he wrote, directed 

and produced his first Broadway musical, The Governor’s Son for The Four Cohan’s.  

Cohan was a very successful playwright and entertainer; his shows ran simultaneously in 

five theaters. His ‘Seven Keys to Baldpate’ in 1913 cemented his reputation as a serious 

playwright. In 1917 adapted it as a film, and it was adapted for film six more times, as 

well as for TV radio. Cohan became one of the leading Tin Pan Alley songwriters, 

publishing upwards of 300 original songs noted for their catchy melodies and clever 

lyrics. His major hit songs included “You’re a Grand Old Flag,” “Forty-Five Minutes 

from Broadway,” “Mary is a Grand Old Name,” “Over There” just to name a few. The 

latter song reached such currency among troops and shipyard workers that a ship was 

named “Costigan” after Cohan’s grandfather, Dennis Costigan. 24 

 In 1919, Cohan became involved in a dispute with the Actors’ Equity Association, 

following this dispute he stopped acting for some time. The dispute also led to the 

                                                           
24 Kendrick, John. “Cohan Bio: Part II: Little Johnny Jones”. Musicals 101.com (2002), 

retrieved May 15, 2017. 
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dissolution of his partnership with Sam Harris. He starred in the 1932 film, ‘The Phantom 

President’, a fictional story of American presidential candidates, with Claudette Colbert 

and Jimmy Durante in which he played a double role. In 1933, his performance in “Ah, 

Wilderness” was hailed as his finest performance and earned him critical appreciation. In 

1937, he starred as Franklin Roosevelt in the political satire, “I’d Rather Be Right” and in 

that same year, he reunited with his partner, Sam Harris to co-produce the play “Fulton of 

Oak Falls”. 25 

LATER CAREER 

 One of Cohan’s’ biggest successes was the musical play, “Little Johnny Jones” 

(1904) which was co-produced with Sam Harris. The play based on the real-life story of 

American Jockey Tod Sloan, became a smash hit. “Seven Keys to baldpate” (1913) is his 

most popular play, famous for the innovative dramatization of Earl Derr Biggers’s novel.  

He also produced a silent film of the same name based on the 1917 play. 26 

Cohan’s 1917 musical comedy, ‘Going Up’, based on a play by James 

Montgomery, tells the story of a writer who turns into an aviator to win the hand of the 

girl he loves. The play was a success and was later made into a film. In 1936, President 

Franklin Roosevelt presented Cohan with the Congressional Gold Medal for his 

contributions to World War I morale, especially for the songs ’You’re a Grand Old Flag’ 

                                                           
25 Jones, John Bush. Our Musicals, Ourselves: A Social History of the American Musical 

Theatre. Lebanon, NH: Brandeis University Press, 2003 (pp. 15–23). 

26 Kendrick, John. “Cohan Bio: Part II: Little Johnny Jones”. Musicals 101.com (2002), 

retrieved May 15, 2017. 
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and ‘Over There’. He was the first in any artistic field to be honored with this medal. His 

final play, The Return of the Vagabond (1940), featured a young Celeste Holm in the 

cast. In 1940, Judy Garland played the title role in a film version of his 1922 musical 

Little Nellie Kelly. In 1942, a musical biopic of Cohan, Yankee Doodle Dandy, was 

released, and James Cagney’s performance in the title role earned the Best Actor 

Academy Award. The film was privately screened for Cohan as he battled the last stages 

of abdominal cancer; Cohan’s comment on Cagney’s performance was, “My God, what 

an act to follow!” Cohan’s 1920 play The Meanest Man in the World was filmed in 1943 

with Jack Benny. 27 

LEGACY 

 Cohan is mostly remembered for his songs. He became an early pioneer in the 

development of the “book musical”, using his engaging libretti to bridge the gaps 

between drama and music. He did not only use dance as a method of razzle-dazzle, but to 

advance the plot. In 1914, Cohan became one of the founding members of ASCAP. He 

was a very generous individual to his fellow actors in need, in 1919; he unsuccessfully 

opposed a historic strike by Actors’ Equity Association, for which many theatrical 

professions never forgave him, but during this strike he donated $100,000 to finance the 

Actors’ Retirement Fund. Cohan wrote numerous Broadway musicals and straight plays 

in addition to contributing material to shows written by others (more than 50 in all). In 

1959, at the behest of lyricist Oscar Hammerstein II, a $100,000. A bronze statue of 

Cohan was dedicated in Times Square at Broadway and 46th Street in Manhattan. The 8-

                                                           
27 Jones, John Bush. Our Musicals, Ourselves: A Social History of the American Musical 

Theatre. Lebanon, NH: Brandeis University Press, 2003 (pp. 15–23). 
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foot bronze remains the only statue of an actor on Broadway. Cohan was inducted into 

the Songwriters Hall of Fame in 1970, and into the American Folklore Hall of Fame in 

2003. His star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame is located at 6734 Hollywood Boulevard. 

Cohan was inducted into the Long Island Music Hall of Fame on October 15, 2006. 28 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
28 Encyclopedia Britannica,  George M. Cohan | American composer and dramatist. 

Encyclopedia Britannica Inc. Retrieved 2017-09-22. 
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Figure 10. Photo: George Cohan’s Statue in Times Square 
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The United States Postal Service issued a 15-cent commemorative stamp 

honoring Cohan on the anniversary of his centenary, July 3, 1978. On July 3, 2009, a 

bronze bust of Cohan, by artist Robert Shure, was unveiled at the corner of Wickenden 

and Governor Streets in Fox Point, Providence, a few blocks from his birthplace. The city 

renamed the corner the George M. Cohan Plaza and announced an annual George M. 

Cohan Award for Excellence in Art & Culture. The first award went to Curt Columbus, 

the artistic director of Trinity Repertory Company. Cohan suffered from cancer during 

his later years, and died in 1942 at the age of 64, in New York City, New York. 29 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
29 Encyclopedia Britannica,  George M. Cohan | American composer and dramatist. 

Encyclopedia Britannica Inc. Retrieved 2017-09-22. 
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Figure 11. Photo: George M. Cohan Commemorative Stamp 
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Figure 12. Photo: Certification letter for the George M. Cohan Commemorative Stamp 
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CHAPTER FIVE  

MUSICAL SETTINGS, ANALYSIS, AND IMPLICATIONS  

Music has proven to be a useful instrument of social change, partly due to the 

action of combining lyrics with a melody; many times, this produces a more significant 

meaning. Music feeds the spirit in ways that written words alone cannot. It is readily 

retained in memory and people that seldom read can be reached through music.  

Propaganda is especially effective in advertisement with the singing of catchy melodies 

or slogans that praise products; “Can you hear me now,” “Where’s the beef,” or the Coke 

Cola lyrics “…I’d like to teach the world to sing in perfect harmony, I’d like to buy the 

world a coke and keep it company, It’s the real thing…”  Propaganda and American 

popular songs during WWI went together. Governments used music to motivate the 

troops, gain favor with the public, to motivate pride and support, and to raise funds for 

the war. Composers used this musical technique to earn money from rallies for war, and 

the public was eager to help by purchasing the pro-war music. Within the sheet music 

were dramatic graphics and extra messages, which proved to be a catalyst for an effective 

tool for distribution during World War I. While all this was going on, the United States 

was employing its own home-grown brand of propaganda to control various states and 

parts of the country. 

Through the following exploration of six patriotic songs by George M. Cohan, 

“Over There,” “Little Johnny Jones Give My Regards to Broadway,” “When You Come 

Back and You Will Come Back,” “Stand Up and Fight Like Hell,” “Don’t Let Him 
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Linger When His Leave Is Over (A.W.O.L. Song),” and “You’re a Grand Ole Flag,” 

many discoveries may be made.   

COHAN’S COMMON MUSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

 These songs contain several common musical characteristics. Each tune is very 

melodic and contains an encouraging patriotic message ex. “Over There.” Each song has 

a 2/4-time signature, strong march or sometimes rag time or dance-like tempo with 

occasional rallentandi. Each song’s introduction is generally eight measures in length.  

The first four measures of the introduction introduce the song’s main motif (chorus-

fragment.  Measures five through eight serves as a chordal cadence which always ends on 

the V7 or I. The verse containing the “A theme” (usually 16 bars) is repeated; cadences to 

the chorus. Most songs employ syncopation in the form of an eighth note followed by a 

stressed quarter note, then crossing the bar line to an unstressed eighth note. Cohan also 

uses dotted rhythms regularly such as the dotted eighth note followed by sixteenth note 

on the “and of beat two” which leads into quarter note on the downbeat. Accents occur 

regularly on beat one but sometimes on beat two. These songs usually repeat the chorus 

with the first utterance marked as piano or soft and the second time or the repeat marked 

as forte or loud potentially for effect or variance for the sake of musicality.  When the 

first note of the verse is an eighth note Cohan precedes it with two measures of a vamp-

like I (one) chord thus providing an easy lead into the verse, ex. “Stand Up and Fight 

Like H… measures 9-10. Cohan also provides a strong V7 – I cadence before each 

chorus and the last two measures of each song. These songs are easily performed, 

because their strophic form breeds familiarity of melody through repetition, changing 

only the text of the subsequent verses.  
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“OVER THERE” GEO. M. COHAN 

Verse 1: Johnny, get your gun, get your gun, get your gun. 

  Take it on the run, on the run, on the run. 

  Hear them calling you and me, 

  Every Son of Liberty. 

 Hurry right away, no delay, go today. 

 Make your Daddy glad to have had such a lad. 

 Tell your sweetheart not to pine, 

 To be proud her boy's in line. 

Verse 2 

Johnny, get your gun, get your gun, get your gun. 

Johnny, show the "Hun" you're a son-of-a-gun. 

Hoist the flag and let her fly 

Yankee Doodle do or die. 

Pack your little kit, show your grit, do your bit. 

Yankee to the ranks from the towns and the tanks.  

Make your Mother proud of you 

And the old red-white-and-blue 

Chorus 

Over there, over there, 

Send the word, send the word over there 

That the Yanks are coming, the Yanks are coming 

The drums rum-tumming everywhere. 

So, prepare, say a prayer, 

Send the word, send the word to beware - 

We'll be over, we're coming over, 

And we won't come back till it's over, over there. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huns#20th_century_use_in_reference_to_Germans
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yankee_Doodle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Survival_kit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yankee
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The narrative behind the lyrics of “Over There” is remarkable. On April 6, 1917, 

the newspaper headline across America read that the United States had declared war on 

Germany. While everyone else was trying to grasp how their lives were about to change, 

George M. Cohan started to hum. Cohan being an actor, dancer, songwriter, producer and 

composer, music was the one thing he knew well. Cohan continued to hum all morning 

and by the time he arrived at work he had completed the verses, chorus, tune and title of 

what became a very popular song. 30 

“Over There” sold over two million copies by the end of the war. The most 

popular version of ‘Over There” was sung by Nora Bayes. The song is about the “Yanks” 

(i.e. Americans) going “Over There” (i.e. across the Atlantic) to help fight the “Huns” 

(i.e. Germans) during World War I. 31 

Cohan’s sharp and lively tune took its opening verse “Johnny, get your gun” from 

a popular American song published in 1886. He based the music on a three-note bugle 

call. Charles King first performed “Over There” publicly in the fall of 1917 at a Red 

Cross benefit in New York but it was popular singer and comedienne Nora Bayes who 

made the song famous. He personally chose her to premier his song on stage. Bayes also 

recorded “Over There” for the Victor Talking Machine Company on July 13, 1917 (in a 

78rpm format). Enrico Caruso and Billy Murray also recorded “Over There”. While other 

performers became increasingly disillusioned with the war and the large number of lost 

                                                           
30 Rosenberg, Jennifer. (2017, June 22). “Over There” Song. Retrieved from 

https://www.Thoughtco.com/over-there-song-1779207 

 
31 Over There. Library of Congress, Washington, DC, 2002. Online Text. Retrieve from 

the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas. 200000015/ 

https://www.thoughtco.com/over-there-song-1779207
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.%20200000015/
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lives, Cohan remained unwavering in his patriotic fervor because President Wilson 

described “Over There” as “a genuine inspiration to all Americans manhood”. 32 

GENERAL ANALYSIS: 

Over There:  

Key: Bb 

Time Signature:  2/4 

8-bar Intro - Bars 1-4- “fragment” of main motif (chorus) 

Intro - Bar 5-8- chordal & rhythmic - ends on I chord. 

Verse - Accents on beat 1. 

Verse - Bar 25-40 repeat section A until Bar 38- transition to V7 in Bar 40. 

Chorus: 3-note motif (three-note motive: eighth, eighth, quarter) “Over There” 

syllabically under-laid. 

Chorus 1st 16 bars of chorus are then repeated. 

Chorus 1st time is P (piano), repeat is f (forte).  

The song is “encouraging” the soldiers to want to go to war. 

Form is Strophic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
32 Over There. Library of Congress, Washington, DC, 2002. Online Text. Retrieve from 

the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas. 200000015/ 

https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.%20200000015/
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Figure 13. Photo: 1917 sheet music cover with Nora Bayes  
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JOHNNY GET YOUR GUN/ GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY (WAR 

VERSION) GEO. M. COHAN WAR VERSION: attrib. ALFRED BRYAN 

 

Verse 1 

At a port in France one morning waiting for a ship to sail, 

Yankee soldiers on a furlough came to get the latest mail; 

I told them I was on my way to old Manhattan Isle; 

They all gathered a bout, as the Vessel pulled out and said with a 

smile 

Verse 2 

Say hello to dear old Coney Isle, if there you chance to be, 

When you're at the Waldorf have a "smile" and charge it up to me; 

Mention my name ev'ry place you go, as 'round the town you roam; 

Wish you'd call on my gal, now remember, old pal, when you get back 

home... 

Chorus 

Give my regards to Broadway, remember me to Herald Square, 

Tell all the gang at Forty-Second Street, that I will soon be there; 

Whisper of how I'm yearning to mingle with the old-time throng; 

Give my regards to old Broadway and say that I'll be there ere long. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coney_Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waldorf-Astoria_Hotel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broadway_(Manhattan)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herald_Square
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/42nd_Street_(Manhattan)
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Give My Regards to Broadway" was first heard in George M. Cohan's Broadway 

musical "Little Johnny Jones," opened at the Liberty Theater, New York, November 7th, 

1904. Cohan directed it, wrote the book, music and lyrics and played the title role.  In the 

second act, George M. Cohan, as little Johnny Jones, is standing on the Southampton pier 

in England.  In the show, he's an American jockey. He's over there to race in the derby.  

His horse is named Yankee Doodle, and, of course, they call him the Yankee Doodle 

Dandy. Johnny gets involved, innocently, with some gamblers, and loses the race. He's 

accused of throwing it for his crooked pals. Now the reason he's on that pier is that a 

friend of his from New York is sailing home, and we learn that evidence to clear Johnny's 

name just might be hidden on board. But at the time, he was still a suspect. He was 

worried. The changed first verse in the war version of this song is attributed to Alfred 

Bryan - 1871-1958.  33 

GENERAL ANALYSIS: 

Give my Regards: March Tempo- melodic. 

CM 8- bar intro- 1st 4 bars of intro- main theme, melodic syncopation  

The last 4 bars of intro are march like- not melodic and ends on V7 or I. 

Form is Strophic 

It tells an upbeat and encouraging story. 

 

 

                                                           
33 Cohan, G. M. & Bryan, A. (1918) Little Johnny Jones Give my regards to Broadway 

war version. Monographic. Richmond Publisher, New York:] [Notated Music] 

Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/2013564209/ 
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Figure 14. Photo: 1904 Sheet music cover “Give My Regards To Broadway”  
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“STAND UP AN FIGHT LIKE H…” GEO. M. COHAN 

Verse 1: 

My father was a soldier, as brave as he could be, 

But father never use to boast about his bravery, 

But of my famous father the neighbors use to brag, 

Of how he went with a regiment and how he saved the flag. 

One day says I to father says I, "I'm going away Before I go 

I'd like to know if you've a word to say" 

"Good-bye my son", he murmured, 

his voice was soft and low, Remember, son, my only one, 

no matter where you go. 

 

VERSE 2: 

There never was a Prussian or any other man, 

Who'd ever stand a chance to whip one good American, 

We'll beat them with the bay 'net 

We'll beat them with the gun, 

We'll beat them right if they stand and fight we'll catch them if they run 

We'll chase them out of Belgium we'll smash their fighting line, 

We'll chase them helter skelter till they cross the river Rhine. 

For once we got them going They'll see we're out to wine, 

We'll never stop until we cop the Kaiser in Berlin. 

 

CHORUS: 

Stand up and fight, fight for the right, Don't give the foe a chance. 

Just grab a gun and shoot the Hun 

And drive him out of France 

Show Kaiser Bill you're out to kill  

Fill him with a shot and shell, 

And see that he gets what's coming to him 

Stand up and Fight like h...  (REPEAT) 
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This song was composed in 1918. The lyrics of this song, not unlike the others, 

echo the “fight to the end; fight and win” sentiment that logically was used to inspire 

troops to battle without limits; to throw caution to the wind and if necessary make the 

ultimate sacrifice for the country you love and the family you ideally are protecting. It 

could, realistically, have also been used to motivate younger men to want to leave the 

comforts of home and go fight to protect the country they call home.   

GENERAL ANALYSIS:  

Stand up and Fight 

Key - Bb  

Time Signature: 2/4 - tempo di Marcia 

Intro- 8 bars intro: introduces the main motif  

Bar 1-4 enters on the chorus: (eighth note - quarter note - eighth note). This is syncopated 

with the quarter note getting the stress marking. 

Bar 5-8- used to cadence to the V7- and is march-like. 

Bar 9-10- vamp like 1 chord. This is to allow the singer to begin with an eighth note pick-

up. (bar 10). 

Verse-Bars 10-26 pattern forms bar 11-18, then repeats the chord structure in bar 9-26. 

Bar 27 has a feel of F Major until returning at bar 39 V7 (F7) of Bb. 

Chorus bar 43 (see page in Parenthesis). 

Chorus- 1st time, is marked piano. 

Chorus- 2nd on repeat is marked Forte. 
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Figure 15. Photo: Song cover “Stand Up and Fight Light H…”  
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“DON’T LET HIM LINGER WHEN HIS LEAVE IS OVER” (A.W.O.L. SONG) 

GEO M. COHAN 

VERSE 1: 

Two hundred thousand of 'em, Two hundred thousand of 'em, 

Absent without leave. 

So shake 'em up, shake 'em up,  

Wake 'em up, wake 'em up,  

Get 'em back, get 'em back,  

That we must achieve.  

It's up to me, it's up to you, And every regular Yankee too, 

To learn this song right away, And to teach it and preach it all day. 

VERSE 2: 

Up to the mothers, and the sisters and,  

And the fathers, and friends and all. 

To shake 'em up, shake 'em up, 

Wake 'em up, wake 'em up, Get 'em back, get 'em back, 

For the bugle call. 

The boys know well that they'll catch "Hell", 

If they're not there for the roll-call "yell". 

So here's the song you should know, 

And should sing it where ever you go. 

 

REFRAIN: 

Don't let him linger when his leave is over,  

Don't let him linger any longer. 

Please get him back, get him back that day, 

Please get him back, don't you let him delay. 

Or he'll be sorry, and you'll be, too, 

And Uncle Sam will be mad at you, 

So don't let him linger when his leave is over, 

Get him back right away, right away. 
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 “Don’t let him linger…” was commonly called the A.W.O.L. (Absent With Out 

Leave) song or anthem. Some troops would lose morale or be home sick when they 

returned, for leave (vacation), home to the life they remembered and cherished and would 

not desire to return to the fighting lines. Those that did choose to return, would 

sometimes be late in doing so.  

 
  
GENERAL ANALYSIS:  

Don’t Let Him Linger  

Key – Bb 

Time signature – 2/4 – march-like 

Intro: Introduces - theme like  

last 4 bars of intro - not melodic and ends on V7 

syncopation and accents (eighth note - quarter note - eighth note). This is syncopated 

with the quarter note getting the stress marking) 

after intro: 2 bars of “vamp” (32nd note passage)  

verse begins on an eighth note pick-up 
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Figure 16. Photo: Song cover “Don’t Let Him Linger when His Leave is Over”  
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“WHEN YOU COME BACK, AND YOU WILL COME BACK” GEO. M. COHAN 

Verse 1: 

"From Frisco Bay to Old Broadway, 

Today all over the U.S.A., 

We know we're fighting the foe. 

So we all stand steady and ready to go, 

We know no fear, we know no tear, 

And all we hear is the Yankee cheer. 

I heard a girlie say 

To her boy as he marched away:" 

Chorus: 

"When you come back, if you do come back, 

You'll hear the Yankee cry, 'Atta boy, Jack!' 

And when you return, remember to bring 

Some little thing that you get from the King, 

And drop me a line from Germany, 

Do, Yankee Doodle, do! 

When you come back, and you will come back, 

There's the whole world waiting for you!" 

2nd Verse: 

It's rum, tum, tum, the fife and drum, 

So march in time for the time has come 

To smash right through with a bang, 

With the same old spirit when liberty rand! 

To win, begin to rush right in 

And fly our flag over old Berlin! 
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Let's let our message be 

To the Yankee across the sea:" 

Chorus 
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In 1918, Cohan wrote “When You Come Back”. This song is a sequel of sorts to 

“Over There” but not as popular. It’s been said that the greatest feature is the fabulous 

photo of Cohan surrounded by the patriotic background. The sheet music has been listed 

for as much as $50 but it usually sells for only a few dollars, which tends to be 

unreflective value of the market. 34 

GENERAL ANALYSIS: 

When You Come Back and You Will Come Back:  

Key: Bb 

Time Signature:  2/4 

8-bar Intro - Bars 1-6- “fragment” of main motif (chorus) 

Intro - Bar 7-8- chromatic ascending sixteenth note run - ends on I chord. 

Verse - Accents on beat 1 (with eighth note anacrusis) 

The non-chordal b natural appears in this songs as a LNT (lower neighbor tone) in 

measure 19 on the unaccented downbeat and in measure 46 as an LNT on the and of beat 

two leading into the next measure. 

Verse - Bar 24 the b natural is employed as a ascending passing tone 

In measure 54 the non-chordal E natural is employed as an escape tone. 

Chorus 32 bars with repeat. No dynamic variance marked however Cohan consistently 

does the chorus 1st time as P (piano); repeat as f (forte).  

The song is “consoling the fearful soldier” the soldier is being reassured of a “Hero’s 

Return” upon his arrival back home from war. 

Form: Strophic 

 

                                                           
34 Cohan, G. M. (1918) When You Come Back. M. Witmark & Sons, New York. [Notated Music] 

Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.100005161/ 
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Figure 17. Photo: Song cover “When You Come Back”  
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“YOU’RE A GRAND OLD FLAG” G. COHAN 

Verse 1 

There's a feeling comes a-stealing, 

And it sets my brain a-reeling, 

When I'm list'ning to the music of a 

military band. 

Any tune like "Yankee Doodle" 

Simply sets me off my noodle, 

It's that patriotic something that no one 

can understand. 

"Way down South, in the land of 

cotton,"  

Melody untiring, 

Ain't that inspiring? 

Hurrah! Hurrah! We'll join the jubilee! 

And that's going some, for the Yankees, 

by gum!  

Red, White and Blue, I am for you! 

Honest, you're a grand old flag! 

Verse 2 

I'm no cranky hanky panky, 

I'm a dead square, honest Yankee, 

And I'm mighty proud of that old flag 

that flies for Uncle Sam. 

Though I don't believe in raving 

Ev'ry time I see it waving, 

There's a chill runs up my back that 

makes me glad I'm what I am. 

Here's a land with a million soldiers, 

That's if we should need 'em, 

We'll fight for freedom! 

Hurrah! Hurrah! For ev'ry Yankee Tar,  

And old G.A.R., ev'ry stripe, ev'ry star. 

Red, White and Blue, hats off to you! 

Honest, you're a grand old flag! 

Chorus 

You're a grand old flag, 

You're a high-flying flag, 

And forever in peace may you wave. 

You're the emblem of the land I love, 

The home of the free and the brave. 

Ev'ry heart beats true 

'Neath the Red, White and Blue,  

Where there's never a boast or brag. 

But should auld acquaintance be forgot,  

Keep your eye on the grand old flag. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yankee_Doodle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dixie_(song)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dixie_(song)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marching_Through_Georgia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Yankee_Doodle_Boy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Yankee_Doodle_Boy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yankee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncle_Sam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Army_of_the_Republic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Star-Spangled_Banner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auld_Lang_Syne
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“You’re a Grand Old Flag” was written as a patriotic march and as a tribute to the 

American Flag. It was first performed publicly on February 6, 1906, the play’s opening 

night, at Herald Square in New York City. It was the first song from a musical to sell 

over a million copies of sheet music. The lyrics behind this music are said to have come 

about when Cohan had an encounter with a Civil War veteran who fought at Gettysburg. 

The two men found themselves next to each other and Cohan noticed the veteran held a 

carefully folded rugged old flag. The veteran turned to Cohan and stated, “She’s a Grand 

Old Rag.” Because there were many objections to calling the flag a rag Cohan changed 

the words, renaming the song “You’re a Grand Old Flag”. Billy Murray recorded the 

song under its original title, “The Grand Old Rag”, in advance of the play’s opening with 

copies under that title still circulate among collectors. 35 

 Cohan briefly interjects a couple bars, just enough for familiar ears to reference 

the tune, from two other pieces. The line, "Way down South, in the land of cotton," is a 

reference from the song “Dixie.”  

 “It is one of the most distinctively American musical products of the 19th 

century, and probably the best-known song to have come out of blackface 

minstrelsy. Although not a folk song at its creation, "Dixie" has since entered the 

American folk vernacular. The song likely cemented the word "Dixie" in the 

American vocabulary as a toponym for the Southern United States. The line, “But 

                                                           
35 “You’re a Grand Old Flag [Song Collection]”. Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress. 

Retrieved 30 October 2017 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dixie_(song)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blackface
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minstrel_show
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folk_song
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dixie
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toponymy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southern_United_States
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should auld acquaintance be forgot” is referencing a line from “Auld Lang Syne” 

which is a song about times gone by written by a Scotts man.” 36 

Two other references may require mentioning, the line that says, “Hurrah! Hurrah! 

For ev'ry Yankee Tar” is in reference to a slang term for a sailor a.k.a. “Jack Tar” and the 

phrase “And old G.A.R., ev'ry stripe, ev'ry star” references the  

"Grand Army of the Republic" (GAR) was a fraternal organization composed 

of veterans of the Union Army (United States Army), Union Navy (U.S. Navy), 

Marines and the U.S. Revenue Cutter Service who served in the American Civil 

War for the Northern/Federal forces.” 37 

GENERAL ANALYSIS: 

Key: GM 

Time Signature:  2/4 (March) 

Intro-melody “Should Auld Acquaintance be Forgot”- in G Major (bars 1-5) 

Intro-Bar 5- repeats “Should Auld…,” only up a minor 3rd to Bb Major. 

Bar 13- Vamp- then melody enters on beat 2, (the words “you’re a” are penned under a 

dotted sixteenth followed by a thirty-second note) 

The chorus is also rhythmically dotted: (dotted sixteenth followed by a thirty-second 

note leading to a quarter note). 

Chorus- “Look away Dixie Land” uses syncopation- melody. (three note rhythmic 

progression - eighth note, quarter note, then eighth note) and accents the second beat. 

Form: Strophic - Very Patriotic-  

                                                           
36 You’re a Grand Old Flag [Song Collection]”. Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress. 

Retrieved 30 October 2017 
37 Ibid 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auld_Lang_Syne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Army_of_the_Republic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fraternal_organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Union_Army
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Army
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Union_Navy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Navy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Marine_Corps
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Revenue_Cutter_Service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Civil_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Civil_War
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    Figure 18.  Photo: Cover of 1906 sheet music for "You're a Grand Old Flag".                   
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

Throughout World War I, music was a prominent feature on the home fronts and 

the battlefields. Popular music saturated society and reached into all its corners, forming 

a great medium for conveying messages. Recognizing its potency, governments often 

used it as an effective means for inspiring loyalty, pride, patriotism, and action in the 

citizens to gain manpower, homeland support, and funds. Composers and publishers 

readily cooperated and adopted these new musical concepts in order to earn money from 

a large population rallied by war and eager to respond to the sentiments by purchasing the 

pro-war music. Besides these incentives, composers and publishers often wrote music to 

promote their personal wartime sentiments. Overt graphics and messages printed in and 

on sheet music provided extra inspiration to the messages expressed by the lyrics and 

melodies, which increased their capabilities as propaganda vehicles. Music during World 

War I was often used to inspire passion and voluntary compliance in the listeners and, 

often used to shame, dehumanized and humiliate specific cultures, fuel racism and hatred, 

separation and division, and disdain among immigrants who didn't support the war. Much 

of the music distributed during World War I greatly influenced social and political 

attitudes, thereby serving as an effective propaganda tool for private citizens and 

governments. Tin Pan Alley produced much, if not all, of the music used for propaganda 

used during World War I.  

George M. Cohan’s music well served these popular sentiments. Due to their 

consistent military band style-march feel, his works served the government’s purposes as 

propaganda garnering significant support for the war efforts, troops, and government, and 
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many of his pieces won national awards. Their popularity and accessibility are probably 

due to their strophic compositional forms and lyricism that tapped into the inherent 

anxieties, fears, and ultimate hope that a country must have during those most uncertain 

times. This would not be the last time propaganda was used during a time of war. Though 

Tin Pan Alley would eventually dissolve, much of Cohan’s music would remain 

prominently in the annals of American history.  
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